ARTIST MAKES IMPRESSION IN CLAY

ART EXHIBIT

EMERALD ART CENTER EXHIBIT

What: "Smoke, Soil and Stone," student sculptural artwork by former Springfield High art teacher Karen Perkins

 Exhibit's run: Thru April 7

 Artwork's reception: 5-8 p.m. on April 6

 More information: 541-345-9859 or www.emeraldartcenter.org
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ARTIST MAKES IMPRESSION IN CLAY

Former Springfield High School art teacher Karen Perkins’ ceramic sculptures are on display at the Emerald Art Center.

By Jone Lank
The Register-Guard

There’s almost a living quality to Karen Perkins’ pottery that will be on display now at the Emerald Art Center downtown. Bulbous and whimsical, many of the churning pieces in her "Smoke, Soil and Stone" exhibit evoke lively lines of a horse’s body or orchid-like floral plants.

Her first exhibit since retirement in 2011 as a Springfield High School art teacher, Perkins says the more than 30 pieces reflect recent experimentations through her travels in the United States and their Volkswagen Eurovan. "In the fall we were on the Colorado River, and that started influencing me — the red rocks, very forceful," she recalls. "What I loved was the red against the black. I was also influenced by the various colors of this amazing red rock. The negative space was the food branches. I started photographing them and brought them home and decided to do sculptural forms around them."

A beloved teacher for 10 years, Perkins says she hopes to see many of her former students and colleagues at this, her first exhibit since retirement. "An artist’s reception is for his and others’ honor," she concluded for Parker reunion at the museum.

By Leslie Rutberg
For The Register-Guard

INTO SCIENCE LAB WITH ‘MAD DUCK’

Hamlin Middle School student cris Jones, 13, learns computer programming with the help of University of Oregon computer science students Eba Zhang (left) and Elke Pan (right) during "Mad Duck Science Days" on campus.
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plenty more complicated and challenging projects.

“Most of the students are really enthusiastic about the lab. It’s been a great opportunity for them to tour the facility and watch the university’s electrical and electronics lab,” said Sam Griffith, a senior at the University of Oregon.

“They also really enjoy the easy access to the lab,” said Robert Rust, a junior at the University of Oregon.

Also really enjoy the easy access to the lab, said Jason Hackley, a chemistry major at the University of Oregon.
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